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Abstract-- In this paper a design and implementation of a
port security has presented using CISCO 2960 series
manageable switch. We will exemplify how a switch locks
down the ports based on MAC address to prevent
unauthorized access [1][2]. In this paper we will configure and
verify the port security on a switch. As we know that port
security allows to network administrator to confine port
ingress traffic by limiting the MAC addresses that are allowed
to send traffic into the port [3][4]. For demonstration purpose
we will use packet tracer network simulator software.

III. METHOD
A. Design of Experiment
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255.0.0.0
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255.0.0.0
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000C.8SEB.1DA6

80.0.0.3

255.0.0.0
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I. INTRODUCTION
Network security is a very difficult task. Historically it is
only tackled by well trained and experienced expert.
However as more as people become “wired” an increasing
number of people need to understands the basics of security
in networked world [5]. Security has one purpose: “to
protect assets” [6] [7] in terms of computer networks the
assets can be Information, files and data etc. For most of
time periods in the past, security meant building big strong
walls to stop the unauthorized users, and establishing small,
well-guarded doors to provide secure access for the
authorized users [8]. With the outstanding growth in the
Internet, network security has become an integral part of
computer and information security [9] [10].
Network security includes the events accepted to protect
the resources and integrity of a computer network.
Vulnerability is a weakness which is inherent in every
network and device. This includes routers, switches,
desktops, servers, and even security devices themselves
[11].

Fig. 1.0 Shows the Design of Experiment

IV. P ORT SECURITY V IOLATION MODES
A security violation occurs if an illegal MAC address
attempts to forward traffic through a port [12]. There are
three violation actions a switch can perform:
A. Shutdown: If a violation occurs it puts the interface into
the error-disabled condition immediately and sends an
SNMP trap notification. The interface will stop
forwarding all traffic, including non-violating traffic,
until it is removed from an errdisable state. This is the
default action for Port Security.

II. REQUIREMENTS
3 Personal Computers, CISCO 2960 Series Manageable
Switch, Packet Tracer 5.0 etc.
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B. Restrict: If a violation occurs, the interface will remain
online. Legitimate traffic will be forwarded, and
unauthorized traffic will be dropped. An SNMP trap is
generated, the log is appended. And the violation counter
is incremented. It drops packets with unidentified source
addresses until you remove a sufficient number of secure
MAC addresses to drop below the maximum value and
causes the Security Violation counter to increment.
C. Protect: If a violation occurs, the interface will remain
online. Legitimate traffic will be forwarded and
unauthorized traffic will be dropped, but No notification
is given of this occurrence. It drops packets with
unidentified source addresses until you remove a
sufficient number of secure MAC addresses to drop
below the maximum value.[13]
V.

Master-Switch(config)#exit
%SYS-5-CONFIG_I: Configured from console by console
Master-Switch#
A. MAC Address Table

Fig.2.0 Shows the Secure MAC address Table

Hosts configured with the above two MAC addresses i.e.
0002.175E.6A97 and 000C.CF8C.2E6D will be allowed to
send traffic through this port.

CONFIGURE T HE SWITCH
VI. COMMUNICATION B ETWEEN P C-1 AND PC-2

Now we access the switch via command line and enable
the port security on Fast Ethernet Port 0/1 and 0/2. Set the
maximum on above port numbers so that only one device
can access the Fast Ethernet ports 0/1 & 0/2. Set the MAC
address sticky, which will be dynamically add the MAC
addresses in running configuration of switch.
Master-Switch>enable
Master-Switch#config terminal
Enter configuration commands, one per line. End with
CNTL/Z.
Master-Switch(config)#interface fastEthernet 0/1
Master-Switch(config-if)#switchport mode access
Master-Switch(config-if)#switchport port-security
Master-Switch(config-if)#switchport
port-security
maximum 1
Master-Switch(config-if)#switchport port-security macaddress sticky
Master-Switch(config-if)#switchport port-security violation
shutdown
Master-Switch(config-if)#exit
Master-Switch(config)#interface fastEthernet 0/2
Master-Switch(config-if)#switchport mode access
Master-Switch(config-if)#switchport port-security
Master-Switch(config-if)#switchport
port-security
maximum 1
Master-Switch(config-if)#switchport port-security macaddress sticky
Master-Switch(config-if)#switchport port-security violation
shutdown
Master-Switch(config-if)#exit

Fig. 3.0 Shows the communication Successful

VII. VERIFY T HE STICKY M AC ADDRESS COMMAND

Master-Switch#show running-config

Fig. 4.0 Shows MAC addresses are dynamically added on running
configuration of switch
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VIII. SECURITY V IOLATION B Y HACKER

X. RESULT

Now Hacker connects their Rogue PC with the switch’s
Fast Ethernet’s port number 0/1

It was found that hacker's rogue PC unable to
communicate with other host on the network. Due to enable
of port security in switch. When rogue PC try to
communicate with other nodes then security violation
occurs, the Link LED for that port turns orange, and a linkdown trap is sent to the Simple Network Management
Protocol manager.

Fig. 5.0 Shows physical connection of Hacker’s Rogue PC with Fast
Ethernet 0/1

IX. COMMUNICATION B ETWEEN ROGUE P C AND H OST
After successful physical connection with Fast Ethernet
0/1 port, hacker tried to communicate with other nodes on
that network. As a result he failed in communication. The
result shown in the below diagram.

Fig. 7.0 Sows switch port physically shutdown

XI. VERIFICATION O F P ORT SECURITY V IOLATION
Now go to switch’s configuration mode and try to know
the status of port number 0/1 because the hacker physically
connects with port number 0/1. Therefore, try the command
show port-security interface Fast Ethernet 0/1. It displays
output from the show port-security command for a
specified interface i.e. 0/1:
Master-Switch#show port-security interface fastEthernet
0/1
The screen shot shows the security violation count=1. It
means hacker only 1 time has tryied to communicate. Last
source address shows the MAC address of hacker’s PC.

Fig. 6.0 shows the communication status of the Hacker
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[5]

XII. CONCLUSION
The root behind network security is to ensure access to
the network and its data for authorized hosts and deny
access to unauthorized hosts. In above paper it was found
that hacker's rogue PC unable to communicate with other
PC on the network due to enable of port security with
maximum value of MAC. When rogue PC try to
communicate with other nodes then security violation
occurs, as a result of the link LED for that port turns
orange, and a link-down trap is sent to the Simple Network
Management Protocol manager. In this way we can secure
our LAN from the Rogue/unauthorised PC.
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